Our AMM design uses a passive liquidity pool to enable options for any ERC-20 token across multiple strikes and expirations. These will generate APY yields of ~30%+ across the options created.

**Various expiration dates:** support of both short-term and long-term ones

**Strikes:** unbiased calculations based on options delta

---

**Current Options and Yield Market**
- Since DeFi summer, aggregation of protocols and DEX’s have created new-found interest in pooling and high yielding APY rewards
- The options derivatives space will then be able to evolve and create more opportunities similar to Uniswap’s AMM approach.

**How it works**
- Our AMM design uses a passive liquidity pool to enable options for any ERC-20 token across multiple strikes and expirations.
- These will generate APY yields of ~30%+ across the options created.
- **Various expiration dates:** support of both short-term and long-term ones
- **Strikes:** unbiased calculations based on options delta

**Benefits of launching call options for your token:**
- **Additional sink for tokens:** LPs can deposit them into the Siren pool to collect options writing yield, trading fees and SIREN token rewards.
- **Increasing community incentive:** Additional way for your community members to bet on the success of the project in a leveraged way without getting liquidated.

**Next Steps**
- Initial Discussion
- Adding initial liquidity (~$100K)
- Collaborative Marketing effort + Launch
- Contact @dalakos8 on Telegram to get in touch!